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* 1. Your Name 

Line 1

Line 2

Postcode

* 2. Your address 

* 3. There are three juries on data sharing in a pandemic. Which jury are you doing? 

Jury 1: 16 - 25 March 2021 (national)

Jury 2: 6 - 15 April 2021 (Greater Manchester)

Jury 3: 27 April - 6 May 2021 (Sussex)

* 4. I understand that the main purpose of the online citizens’ jury is to consider questions concerning

health data sharing in a pandemic. 

yes

No

* 5. As a member of the citizens’ jury, I commit to participating throughout the 8-day process. I understand
that this will involve listening to all presentations, discussions with other jury members, and weighing up

the evidence we are given before making recommendations. 

yes

No

* 6. I agree to treat everyone taking part in the citizens’ jury with respect, and agree not to discuss the

views expressed by other members of the citizens’ jury outside of the citizens’ jury event. 

yes

No
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* 7. I agree not to reveal the identity of other participants, or to screenshot, record, save, or distribute in

any way any audio, images, or video of the citizens' jury proceedings. 

yes

No

* 8. I understand that if I fail to meet the undertakings that I have made above, or if I disrupt the process, I

may be asked to leave the citizens’ jury process early, in which case I will be paid for the time I attended. 

yes

No

* 9. I understand that I am free to leave the citizens’ jury process at any time but that if I do that I will not be
paid. If unavoidable circumstances arise that necessitate me leaving the process early, I understand that I

may be paid on a pro rata basis for attending but this will be at the discretion of Citizens Juries c.i.c. 

yes

No

* 10. I understand that if I need it, I will be provided with computer system support to help me take part in
the online jury. If I do borrow a computer, I agree to wrap up and label the parcel with the laptop according
to instructions and with the materials I am given, and give the parcel to the courier who will collect it the

day after the jury ends. I understand that I will be paid after safe receipt of the borrowed laptop. 

yes

No

* 11. I understand that if I complete the 8-day process (from 13.00 to 17.30 each day with breaks), Citizens
Juries CIC will pay electronically £480 into my bank account within 3 working days of the end of the jury. I

agree to join the Zoom meeting in advance by 12.45 each day, and by 12.30 on day 1. 

yes

No

* 12. I understand that I will be provided with evidence and I am not expected to do independent research

(but anything I discover that I think is important I will share with the jury facilitators only). 

yes

No

* 13. I understand that jury proceedings will be held online using video-conferencing software (mainly
Zoom) and I agree to use video to show my face throughout proceedings so other participants can see me

(other than where it may be necessary to go off video from time to time for a few minutes). 

yes

No
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* 14. I understand that I will be known by my first name throughout the citizens’ jury event, and that
Citizens Juries CIC and the Center for New Democratic Processes (formerly Jefferson Center) will not

make public my full name or identity without my permission. 

yes

No

* 15. I agree to read the separate research ethics consent form I will be sent about the university research,
and to complete the online consent form (either giving or withholding consent). I understand that I am not

obliged to take part in the university research beyond the commitments I have made here and above. 

yes

No

* 16. I understand and agree to the university research team being provided with my name and email

address if they need to contact me about completing the research ethics form. 

yes

No

* 17. I agree to Citizens’ Juries c.i.c. sharing necessary contact details about me with the Kyle Bozentko
and Sarah Atwood the Center for New Democratic Processes (Jefferson Center) who will be the facilitators
of the citizens’ jury. I understand they will contact me and will arrange for a short Zoom meeting with me

before the event so I can become acquainted with the software we will be using. 

yes

No
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Data Sharing in a Pandemic Citizens' Jury - Agreement

Filming and recording

* 18. The event is of interest to others. People approved by Citizens’ Juries CIC may wish to photograph or
film citizens’ jury members who have given their explicit consent and then use these in videos or reports of
the event which may be shared on a public website. You can choose whether you consent to being

photographed or filmed for the purposes described above. 

yes, I consent to being photographed or filmed for the purposes described above. 

No, I do not consent
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Data Sharing in a Pandemic Citizens' Jury - Agreement

NI Number and Bank Details

* 19. Be aware that if you are on benefits these may be affected by your payment for participation in the
jury.
Citizens Juries CIC does not employ, or deduct tax from the payments we make to, members of the
citizens’ jury. You are responsible for declaring and paying any tax that may be due. However, we need
your National Insurance Number in case we are asked for it by HMRC.

National Insurance Number 

* 20. Citizens Juries CIC will pay £480 electronically into the bank to every participant who completes the 8
days of the jury. Jury reserves who participate on Zoom on the first day and present for the second day of
the jury will be paid £80 electronically. Payments will be made within five working days after jury
participation.
Please enter your bank details below.

Bank account name

(as it appears on your bank statement e.g. Mr John Smith) 

* 21. Bank account number 

* 22. Bank sort code (It may be displayed as e.g. 11-22-33, but enter just the 6 digits e.g. 112233)  
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